FACT SHEET – Level It Concrete Floor Resurfacer 20kg
Heavy Wear

Indoors and Out

Drying Time

Main Advantages
Level It Concrete Floor Resurfacer is an industrial grade overcoat
for rough or damaged concrete.

After approximately six hours
the surface will accept foot
and light traffic and is fully set
in a maximum of 36 hours at a
depth of 5mm.

• Level It can be overpainted if desired, with an epoxy resin coating such as Floorpaint Express Garacoat
• 20 kg of Level It will cover approximately 3m2 at 3mm thickness and 0.9 m2 at 10mm thickness
Why Level It Concrete Floor Resurfacer?
Level It Concrete Floor Resurfacer will set to a smooth dust resistant
surface that is so tough you can drive your car onto it. It is great for
drives, paths, basements, garages, cellars – anywhere that concrete
gets a bashing. The only things we don’t recommend it for are very
smooth concrete or powerfloated surfaces.
Prepare It
The concrete surface should be reasonably clean. Usually a good
sweep with a stiff broom is sufficient. The surface can be damp, but
not wet. If the surface is painted then remove as much paint as possible
and any flaky paint. Any grease and oil should be removed with Clean
It Degreaser.
Prime It
We supply 2 primers with this product. If the concrete is very dry, or
the temperature is very warm, dampen with clean cold water. Apply
Primer 1 with a soft broom or brush. It’s best to leave Primer 1 overnight
to seal and bind the surface, but if you are short of time you can leave
it for as little as one hour. Then apply Primer 2, which can be applied
when Primer 1 is tacky or dry – it doesn’t matter. We supply a generous
amount of the Primer 2 in case surfaces are porous and absorb more of
the substance. If that isn’t the case then it is usual to have some Primer
2 left over. Don’t use too much of the primer or it may seep through the
Level It Concrete Floor Resurfacer and if you are going to paint over
Level It then it may lead to a patchy finish, if over primed.
Mix It
As soon as you’ve applied Primer 2 it is time to mix the product. Pour
the contents of the resin bottle into the bucket and gradually add
the powder and mix until even with a slow speed drill fitted with a
mixing blade. Work the mixing blade around the base and sides of the
container. You’ll know you’re finished when an even colour and creamy
consistency is achieved (normally not more than five minutes).
Apply It
Pour the product onto the area you’ve primed and spread with a
trowel. It is quite flowable, but just needs a bit of help up to edges and
into corners. To remove any air you’ll need a spiked roller, which we can

supply – it really is that simple. Don’t use the spiked roller for more than
20 minutes as the mixture will be starting to set.
Try not to tread primer or the mixture into surrounding areas as they
will be difficult to remove.
Please don’t apply Level It Concrete Floor Resurfacer at temperatures
less than 5°C or more than 30°C.Temperatures about 25°C can make
the product sticky and cause fine cracks to appear when set.
Paint It?
Level It Concrete Floor Resurfacer doesn’t need to be overpainted,
but can be if desired. We do not recommend that you use concrete
floor paint as new Level It has residual alkalinity which adversely affects
the paint. We recommend that you use a solvent free two part epoxy
coating such as Floorpaint Express Garacoat.
Clean It
Clean your equipment in water before the product starts to set.
When fully set, Level It can be cleaned with detergents or degreasers,
such as Clean It Floor Degreaser. Floors should never be cleaned at
temperatures of 60°C or above when Level It has been applied.
You’ll need
Mixing Blade
Spiked Roller
Telescopic handle (for spiked roller)
10" Steel Float
These products are available on our website and can be shipped with
your order for Level It so you can get the job done quickly.
Disposal and Safety Information
Please see the Material Safety Data Sheet at
www.floorpaintexpress.co.uk for safety information.
Availability
Level It Concrete Floor Resurfacer is supplied in 20 kg containers.
Available from www.floorpaintexpress.co.uk

Call us now for deals and support
Tel: 0845 894 0703 Email: info@floorpaintexpress.co.uk Visit: www.floorpaintexpress.co.uk

